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Gauge invariance of the nonlocal theory is proved. We use the Efimov approach to describe
the nonlocal interaction of quantized fields.
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1 Introduction

A concept of extended (or spread-out) particles plays an important role in the construction
of the unified field theory. One of the best examples is the string field theory [1], which
underlies the physics of the two-dimensional fiekl theory.

In this paper we use the Efimov approach [2] to describe the nonlocal interaction of
quantized fields. In this theory nonlocal (extended) objects are constructed by using the
formfactor of the theory. For example, the wave function of the nonlocal electron is

V(x) = Jd4yKt(y)4,(x-y). (1.1)

Here I/J(X — y) is the local wave function of electron, A';(x) is the formfactor connected
with a "structural size" (1) of the electron and satisfies the normalization condition

in the Euclidean space. Usually

k(p2l2) = cxp(-"1 P ), (1.2)

where p2 = pi + p 2 .
The local field of the electron ip{x) i3 the solution of the Dirac equation

) = 0 . (1.3)

Then the equation of motion for the nonlocal field (1.1) takes the form

JdAyK(y)('nil^- + m)ij>{x - y) = 0. (1.4)

2 The gauge invariance and introduction of the non-
local electromagnetic interaction.

It is well known that the local interaction picture of the system (an electron and photon)
is constructed by using the local gauge transformation

where tp(x) and A^x) are the local fields of the electron and photon, respectively.
For the nonlocal electron field (1.1) the gauge invariant equation is

1 i "7* It I **V T/J 1 '"I' '}I I -I 771'j/) I T" 9/ I 1

, / , / ' , :, (2.2)
•iAx - yn,i.y\x - y) + mip{x - ?y)} = o.

In this case,

" "*•'



f(x) is an arbitrary function. The integral equation (2.2) allows us to introduce a nonlocal
interaction Lagrangian instead of the local one:

£in{x) = e : ^(^l^fPi^A^x) : . (2.3)

In this paper we consider the following nonlocal interaction Lagrangian between the
nonlocal electron field (1.1) and the local photon field A^(x):

r nonlocal (,x) = e f j tfyitfyMydKiMfa - y^-y^x - y2)All(x - y2). (2.4)

This Lagrangian describes the nonlocal theory where nonlocality is connected with the
electron field only,

) A ^ x ) : , (2.5)

where $ is the nonlocal field (1.1) and its propagator has the form

SR(X -y)=<0\ r { * ( x ) * ( y ) } | 0 > =

in the Euclidean metric, where

P = {Pi,Pl, PE2 =P42 +P2, PA ~ -«Po,
PE = {PE • 1{E)) ~ PilA + PI = -POTO + P 7 = ~(P • 7) = ~P;

iH iu ^ In Ifi ~~ J:•u^t^^

For the Lagrangian (2.4) [or (2,5)] the 5-matrix has the form

S = Texp ( - j d4xC™nlocal{x)^ , (2.8)

where the T-product is understood in the variables {x'4}. The matrix element of (2.8) in
the second-order perturbation theory takes the form

4xl(i*x2 J A i • • - / A-i 'M(!/I) • - - Kiivt)*
{xi - yi)7'V(an - J fcM^i - y3) " (2.9)

3 d-operation and the proof of the gauge invariance
of the nonlocal theory

For the proof of the gauge invariance in the nonlocal theory a special study is needed.
Instead of the local vertex

it is useful to introduce a new vertex

lit -> ullx{k,q) = -<Ufc)S;;V7). (3.2)
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Here S(p) and SR(P) are local and nonlocal propagators of the electron field, respectively.
dM(k) is some differential operation [4], action of which is defined below. This operation
generalizes differentiation over -£-.

3.1 Definition of the d-operation.

2. k^(k)q = k.
Z.dti{k)V{-q^) = [V{-{q + k)2l2)-V{-r — 1- { ' J

4. c

In our case V(-q2l2) = lO^-q2).
The action of the d-operation on the nonlocal propagator S/i(q) of the electron is

d,(k)SR{q) = -SR(q + fyldMSjifflSniq) (3.4)

or

f i^P, q) = d^Sniq) = -SR(q + A)«i,,{*, ?)^(?), (3.5)

where the generalized vertex Ui^k^q) is given by the formula (3.2) and p = k + q. The
explicit form of (3.5) is

fi,(p,?) = ^ i { 7 M ^ - 1 ( - ? 2 / 2 ) + ,
+ (m - 7 - k)\V-\-q2l2) - ! / - ( - ( , + ^ ) 2 / 2 ) ) ] ^ ^ ^ . l ' ^

Multiplying this expression by (pfi — qjL) one gets

= 5R(P) - Sn(4). (3.7)

This equality generalizes the local identity

<ltiSll{Plh»Sn(p2) = Sfi(p2) - Sn(py), q =p2- pi

in the case of the nonlocal theory.
The construction of the matrix elements of (2.8) should be carried out by using the

d-operation:

4xC%nl°a"(x)}. (3.8)

For such S-matrix, the vacuum polarization

lO*i,fc2) = i ^ jd*qV{q2l2)Sp{riiU(q,kuk2)SR{q)}, (3.9)

where k1 -f fc2 = 0,

SR(q2)t^(q, kuk2)SR(q) = (-l)2dtl(k1)dl/(k2)SR{q), q2 = q + h + k2 = q

and the vertex function

^ / ^ ^ ^ (3.10)



are defined by using the d-operation. Here

g^{-{q - kf) - j^r^to* (3-11)

is the photon propagator. The gauge invariancc of the matrix elements for the S-matrix
(3.8) where it is necessary to change (in the Feynman diagrams):

m + k m + k T,, l 2 2
- V(-k2i2)m2 — k2 — ie m 2 — k2 — is

and at the same time to insert the modified vertex (3.2) into the vertices at the external
photon lines, is easily verified. Indeed, the identity

for the local theory now takes the form

-f?(p,0). (3.12)

where the proper energy operator T,R for the extended electron is given by

. (3.13)

The identity (3.12) is called the generalized Ward-Takahashi identity and is a con-
sequence of the definitions (3.2) and (3.5). Let us prove the identity (3.12). For this
purpose, we apply the operation cfM(p' — p) to (3.13). The result is

h,,x
x{SR(pl-k)[-dli(p'-p)SR-1(p~k)}SR(p-k)}'yu.

On the other hand, exposing the expression dfl(q)SR(k) in (3.10) by the formula (3.5),
one gets

Further, passing to the new variables — p + k — k' or k = p — k', q — />' — p, we obtain

( 3 1

It is easily seen that expressions (3.14) and (3.15) give the identity (3.12), as it should.
The relation

^ r j ( p . g ) |p'2=p2=m2= 0

is a direct consequence of the equality (3.7).
Finally, the polarization operator ]l^l/(q) (3.9) is gauge invariant by construction [3].

Thus, the nonlocal theory where the electron propagator and the vertex at the exter-
nal photon-line are changed, is gauge invariant. Concrete calculations of the primitive
Feynman diagrams will be presented elsewhere.
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